ONE MORE THING

A CAT-AND-MOUSE INVESTIGATION GAME FOR 2 PLAYERS
In One More Thing, two players take on the roles of a murderer and
the detective investigating that murder. The murder has already happened, and both of them know that the murderer did it; the question
is how to prove it.
Over the course of the game, the Detective discovers clues and sorts
through them until they have enough evidence to bring the Murderer
to justice. The Murderer, knowing full well what they did but perhaps
not knowing all of the evidence themselves, does what they can to
throw the Detective off the scent.
This cat-and-mouse drama is played out as if you were making a TV
show out of it, showing the course of the investigation to the imaginary audience who’s tuned in to see the Murderer brought to justice.
The Murderer never gets away with it, but they can control how the
audience sees them in the end. Were they justified in their crime? Did
they simply have no way out of an untenable situation? Or are they a
cold-hearted criminal who took a life for their own material gain?
This game challenges the players to work together to create a compelling story of a criminal brought to justice, even as the Detective
and the Murderer characters as seen by the audience struggle to find
or obfuscate evidence.
But don’t worry; there’s always just one more thing...
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BEFORE GETTING STARTED
Before you start playing, choose who’s going to play the Detective,
and who’s going to play the Murderer. Print out the last three pages of
this document: the two Playsheets and the Perception Matrix. Each
player takes their respective Playsheet, which details the kinds of
scenes you frame and how they impact the Perception Matrix.
Make a stack of index cards or pieces of paper cut into roughly equal
sizes - these will be the Clue Cards that you’ll both use to record
Clues that come up during scenes. Make sure they’re similar enough
so that you can turn them over and mix them up to randomize them.
Place the Perception Matrix where both players can see it and put a
marker of some kind (like a glass bead or a chess piece) on it. The
Perception Matrix tracks the audience’s perception of the Murderer as
you play out your show - the players can try to intentionally move the
piece around, or just let it track the events of play as you get into the
Murderer/Detective dynamic. The game works fine either way.

VOCABULARY
This game uses some words and phrases in specific ways. Here they
are for reference:
 “the audience” means that there’s an imaginary viewing audience
for the game, so you should keep that in mind as you play. The
things that you describe are what the audience sees, and the
Perception Matrix tracks how they feel about what they see.
Remember, if you don’t say it, the audience doesn’t see it!
 “framing scenes” means that you’re setting up the next scene of
the imaginary TV show. The content of the scene is guided by the
scene you pick from your Playsheet, but it’s up to you to narrate
the room or settings, the people who are present, the time of day,
even things like the nature of the light or the way the “shot” is
being framed for the audience.

MAKING A DETECTIVE
While this game is primarily inspired by the Columbo TV show, the
person playing the Detective is free to imagine and describe their
character however they’d like. If you want some help, roll 1d6 for a
signature prop and for an approach. Use these two touchpoints to
sketch an outline of your Detective’s general appearance and habits.

SIGNATURE PROP

1
2
3
4
5
6

Wears a strange but endearing hat
Wears a monocle, pince nez or uses opera glasses
Always carries a walking stick, umbrella or fan
Always rummaging in a clutch, purse or bag
Is always eating something
Listens to music while investigating

DETECTIVE APPROACHES

1
2
3
4
5
6

Pushy
Genteel
Technocratic
Sympathetic
Reluctant
Psychoanalytical
While most detective shows and fiction are more in the “whodunit” tradition, this game is also inspired by these fictional
detectives of note: Miss Fisher, Hercule Poirot, Jessica Fletcher
and Tom Barnaby.

 “1d6” is a single standard 6-sided die. You’ll roll them for setting
up things, but they aren’t used during the game.
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MAKING A MURDERER
The Murderer is always someone of high society in some regard.
While you acknowledge that you’ve committed a murder, you don’t
consider yourself a criminal. There is no risk of you becoming violent
and harming the Detective; that sort of thing just isn’t done. When
caught, you will acknowledge that it’s because you’ve been outwitted
and go quietly.
Consult the following lists to make your Murderer. You can:
 Simply pick a profession for your Murderer.
 Pick which strata of society your Murderer occupies, and roll 1d6
for their profession.
 Roll 1d6 for strata, and then 1d6 for profession.
Whichever you prefer.

Part of the effectiveness of the Detective as they pursue their
investigation is the contrast in social status. The Murderer
should play up the advantages that their wealth, connections
and station bring them; even if they are a sympathetic character, part of the reason they’ve committed their crime (or at
least are covering it up, if it was a crime of passion) is a deep
conviction that they will be able to get away with it.

ARISTOCRAT (3 4)
The affairs of the real world are beneath you, and you don’t really conceive of the idea of consequences for your actions.

1
2
3
4
5
6

Scion of Wealthy Family
Retired Military General
Literal Landed Aristocracy
Owner of Vague but Lucrative Business Concerns
Oil Tycoon
Diplomat

PROFESSIONAL (2 5)
You work for a living, but you make a lot of money doing it. You
interact with normal people but your sights are set higher, not lower.

1
2
3
4
5
6

High-Profile Lawyer
Specialist Doctor
Best-Selling Author
Well-Known Artist
Business Executive
Mainstream Celebrity

BIZARRE (1 6)
You have a strange way of making a living, but you’re really good at it.
You probably come from humble origins and you’re never going back
if you can help it.

1
2
3
4
5
6

Magician
Chess Master
Fitness Guru
Matador
Secret Agent
Shock Jock
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MAKING A MURDER
Once you know the nature of the Detective and the Murderer, it’s time
to set up the crime. The Murderer rolls on the following tables to plot
out the nature of their crime. You can:
 Roll on all of them first, and then put together the picture from all
the elements indicated; or
 Roll on each in series and build the picture in that way, from
beginning to end.
Unlike making your characters, you should roll on these tables and
not simply pick (though if you get stuck with results that seem incompatible to you, go ahead and reroll).
All of these results are public knowledge to both players. The Detective can offer thoughts and ideas on how to link things together, but
the Murderer has final say over how it all fits.
Through this process, the Murderer storyboards the first sequence of
the game, using the results of the tables to decide what the audience
is going to see at the top of show. Once the crime has been fully
determined, the scene-based play starts.
There are four charts: Relationship, Emotion, How Much
Planning? and Coverup. These are the elements of the story
behind the crime, but you may also want to keep in mind the
procedural methodology of investigation: Means, Motive and
Opportunity. Relationship and Emotion generally tell you the
motive, How Much Planning? drives means and opportunity,
and the Coverup involves trying to conceal one, two or all three
from the investigation to come.

RELATIONSHIP
(between the Murderer and the Victim)

1
2
3
4
5
6

Married
Parent and Child
Sibling
Coworkers
Lovers
Employer and Employee

The Murderer decides which way the relationship goes (whether
they’re the parent or the child, what kind of siblings, etc) based on
who they’re interested in playing (or interested in murdering!)
There is always a relationship; there are no random murders.

EMOTION
(Behind The Murder)

1
2
3
4
5
6

Hatred
Jealousy
Fear
Betrayal
Revenge
Ambition

This is the basic motive, which the Murderer should embellish and
detail as much as they like. You can cast it as a morally right or truly
repugnant act; either way, murder is murder. Usually, the emotion
implies what you have to gain from their death, but it’s up to you
whether the gain itself is the motive (like an estate or inheritance), or
just a “pleasant” side effect.
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HOW MUCH PLANNING?
(These tell you how many times to roll 1d6 on the Coverup table)

1
2
3
4
5
6

Premeditated (Roll twice)
Premeditated (Roll twice)
Premeditated (Roll twice)
Crime of Passion (Roll once)
Crime of Passion (Roll once)
Accidental (Roll once but reroll 4-6 results)

The Murderer starts with Sympathy on the Perception Matrix equal to
what they roll on this table (so if they roll a 5, they start at 5 Sympathy)
How long did your murderer think about it before committing the
crime? Did they have any personal or professional experience that
helped them out? If it wasn’t premeditated, what happened that
triggered the core emotion and made you lash out? And, even if the
act itself was truly accidental, when you really think about it it’s good
that they’re dead. Why do you not call the police immediately? What
do you have to gain from their death, again?

WHAT’S THE COVERUP?

1
2
3
4
5
6

Frame An Innocent Person
Destroy Key Evidence
Move The Body
Hire An Intermediary
Alter Recording Technology

If you roll the same number twice, you can either
concoct an elaborate
double-blind (like framing 2 different innocent
people) or just reroll the
duplicate result.

CONSIDERATIONS OF THE CRIME
Once the Murderer has rolled on the tables, you should take a minute
to put the pieces together in your mind - feel free to make notes!
Remember, every murder involves Means, Motive and Opportunity.
The Motive is covered by the Emotion table, but you should use the
other elements to figure out the Means (what’s the murder weapon?
if there’s no weapon, how do you trick them into putting themselves
into a deadly situation?) and the Opportunity (how do you get close
enough to do it? how do you arrange the situation and the scene so
that you are not suspected immediately?)
Once you know the Relationship, Emotion, How Much Planning and
Coverup elements, sketch out the crime. Both players can collaborate
on this step, but the Murderer has final say about it. You’ll narrate
the actual deed itself for the audience in the next step (and if you’re
comfortable with pulling this all together on the fly you can go directly
to that), but generally you’ll want to have a handle on the following:
 Who do you murder
 Why do you do it
 What do you get out of it
 What steps do you take to conceal the crime
 Who (if anyone) knows or suspects
 What’s your cover story
 Why are you so sure you’ll get away with it

Implicate Self (for a less serious crime)

You’re smart and motivated, you know there will be an investigation.
Use these elements to build your plan to get away with it. Are these
pre-meditated steps, or do you panic and do something that seems
like it’ll help? How many other people are involved with your coverup?
Why won’t they tell the police?
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THE PERCEPTION MATRIX

The Perception Matrix tracks Sympathy vs the number of Clues the
Detective has established as critical clues to the case (these are
called Committed Clues). As the Detective discovers and details more
Clues, it demonstrates how sloppy the Murderer was. The Murderer
has the chance to adjust their Sympathy up or down over the course
of the game in order to portray themselves as committing their crime
out of desperation (high sympathy) or cold-hearted calculation (low
sympathy).
The game can be played strategically for the Murderer to try and end
the game in the square they want, or the matrix can simply follow the
events of play as a passive tracker.

Print out this page or the larger one at the end of this document and have it available for both players to see during the
game. You’ll need a token to place on the Matrix as well.

6
5
SYMPATHY

To the right you’ll find a 3x3 matrix. This tracks the perception of
the Murderer by the audience watching this show. When the game
ends, whichever square the Murderer is in reflects the nature of their
character as it has emerged over the course of play. This positioning
reflects the combination of the nature of the crime they committed,
what the Detective has brought to light about it, and how they have
reacted to the investigation.

The Audience Perceives the Murderer as:

4
3
2
1

Smart &
Desperate

Scared &
Desperate

Sloppy &
Desperate

Smart &
Detached

Scared &
Detached

Sloppy &
Detached

Smart &
Callous

Scared &
Callous

Sloppy &
Callous

1

2

3

4

5

6

COMMITTED CLUES
The Murderer starts with Sympathy equal to what they roll
on the How Much Planning? table when they construct their
crime. The Detective starts with 0 Committed Clues. Place the
tracking token on the Murderer’s starting Sympathy number
to start. Move the token whenever Sympathy changes or a
Committed Clue is made.
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THE MURDER
This is the first scene of the game. Before starting this scene the
players have:
 made their Detective and Murderer characters
 blocked out the nature of the murder
 placed the Perception Matrix and a set of blank pieces of paper
for Clue Cards on the table
 each taken a copy of their respective Reference Sheets
 each taken four blank Clue Cards to use during this scene
The Murderer then describes how the murder happens as if it’s being
seen on a TV show. Narrate what the camera sees, significant details
the audience sees that perhaps the characters in the scene do not,
lighting and music elements, and so forth. The Detective should add
details, ask questions and, if they’re comfortable doing so, play the
other characters in scene, adding dialogue and other exposition
information to what the audience sees.
This is a good time to establish the TV rating of this game. You
can formally agree on a specific rating, or simply discuss if
there’s anything you want to be off the table or described as
happening off-screen. Remember, the game is mostly about
verbal sparring and investigation - the murder itself, while
potentially gruesome, isn’t the focus of play. That said:
TV-PG - The murder itself happens entirely offscreen and is not
described in any detail.
TV-14 - The murder may occupy brief screentime, but isn’t
gruesome or gratuitous
TV-MA - The grisly details of the murder and its investigation
may be the focus of some scenes

MAKING CLUES
During the scene, as the Murderer narrates the events, each player
writes a single Clue on each of their four Clue Cards. Clues are the
significant details and pieces of material evidence that the Detective
will use to put together their case against the Murderer.
The Detective writes down Clues that they think will be interesting or
tricky for the Murderer to explain away. The Murderer writes down
Clues that they think will be easy to explain away. Since the Murderer
is narrating the scene, they may want to take a break to write down
their Clues or do it at the end; the Detective generally writes down
Clues as they occur during the narration of the crime.
Do not share what you’re writing down as a Clue! From the audience’s
perspective, they’re seeing the scene in action but they don’t know
which parts of it are the ones that the Detective will discover or use.
That’s why they watch the rest of the show - to find out which details
the Detective puts together, and how the Murderer reacts to the
slow tightening of the noose of evidence around their (metaphorical)
neck. As players, it’s important that you both have the potential to be
surprised by the Clues that come up later in the game.
Each Clue Card must have a clue written on it by the time the scene is
over (so there will be eight Clues to start, four from each player).

GUIDELINES FOR CLUES
Clues can be literal things that were said in the scene, or they can
be elements that the player wants to see the Detective find out in
play. Think about Means, Motive and Opportunity - what clues will
the Detective need to establish the method by which the murder is
carried out, the reason(s) behind the murder, and the physical ability
of the Murderer to kill the victim?
Clues should be things that would reveal the Murderer’s role in the
crime when combined with other pieces of information, but not things
so specific that they would immediately solve the case when discovered. For example, “brown scuff marks on the clean floor” (which
could potentially identify the murderer if linked with their brown shoes
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and the fact that no other suspect has brown shoes) but not “witness
who takes photo of killer in the act” (as once the photo is discovered,
the case is essentially solved). It is totally OK if you’re not sure how
the Clue is going to be interpreted - part of the game is discarding
Clues as dead ends, along with finding novel interpretations of the
evidence at hand. When in doubt, Clues that you find personally
interesting, fun or compelling are more important than boring Clues.
Keep in mind that these Clues cannot be intentionally phrased in
order to confuse the Detective (though there will often be an element
of interpretation to them in play), or be falsehoods. They should
always be reflecting the truth of the Murder as portrayed in the scene.

FINISHING THE SCENE
Once the Murderer has finished narrating the crime, both players make
any final Clues they need to fill our their starting Clue Cards. Finally,
turn the Clue Cards over and randomize them together in one pile.

THE FIRST INVESTIGATION
This is the second scene of the game. The Detective frames how they
go about their initial investigation of the crime scene. Similar to how
the Murderer narrated the murder scene, the Detective narrates how
they approach the investigation (from walking through the scene to
poring over the police reports to having an initial conversation with a
witness or the Murderer).
As the Detective narrates their investigation, turn over one of the facedown Clue Cards at random. This is the first thing that you notice that
will lead you to eventually solve the case.
The Detective can narrate their arrival at the scene first and then turn
over a Clue Card during their investigation, or turn it over first in order
to guide how they approach the initial investigation, whichever you
prefer.
Once the First Investigation is carried out and the Detective has one
Clue discovered, all of the elements are in place to play out the catand-mouse game between Detective and Murderer.

CLUES
Clues have three states:
 Facedown (and randomized in a pile for blind drawing)
 Discovered (faceup, in front of the Detective)
 Committed (faceup, in front of the Detective, with a token or
checkmark on it)
Committed Clues are the ones that count for the Perception Matrix.
During play, the Detective first discovers Clues, and then Commits
them in order to say “this is the most important set of evidence to
make this case.” The Murderer casts doubt on Clues in order to
Uncommit them (take the token off or erase the checkmark) or place
discovered Clues back in the facedown pile. Both players are able to
generate new Clues for the facedown pile as well.

THE ARC OF PLAY
The goal of the Detective is to uncover clues, then put them together
in such a way that they can show the Murderer (and the audience)
that they know what happened. At the end of the game, the Murderer
will be arrested for murder - the question is how the Detective builds
their case, how the Murderer reacts, and how the audience feels
about the Murderer once they are finally caught.
The Murderer tracks their current state on the Perception Matrix by
cross-referencing their Sympathy and the number of Committed
Clues the Detective has established.
The game lasts until the Detective has at least 2 Committed Clues.
After that, either player can choose the Finale scene on their turn,
whether to make the case (the Detective) or to confess (the Murderer).
You do not have to go to the Finale until you’re ready to end the game
- often, the story of the investigation still needs some time to play out,
even if the 2 Committed Clue threshold has been met.
If you want to play a longer game, raise the threshold of Committed Clues before the Finale can take place.
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THE SCENES
NARRATING SCENES

PICKING SCENES

You can narrate scenes in whatever manner is comfortable for you.
Often, because you don’t have perfect knowledge of the Clues or
where the investigation is necessarily going to lead, you’ll narrate
a little bit, then turn over a Clue or have a conversation, and then
narrate the end of the scene based on that.

Scene One: The Murder (described previously)

Narration of scenes is generally in first person, in character (“I stop
at his car as he’s leading me around the house. ‘Wow, that’s a nice
ride!’”) or in third person, as a director or writer (“The camera zooms
out to show the audience the gleaming new sports car in the driveway. My Detective stops and admires it, letting the Murderer walk
almost all the way out of the scene before saying what a nice ride it is.
It’s obviously caught my attention.”) Often you’ll mix the two approaches depending on how much detail you have in mind and how
much in-character dialogue you want to have,

Scene Two: The First Investigation (described previously)
And then: Starting with the Detective, each player takes turns picking
scenes from the options on their playsheet, based on what they want
to achieve and how they want the game to go. The only constraints
are:
 The Finale cannot be chosen until there are at least 2 Committed
Clues in play
Full details on how each scene works are on the following pages. You
may wish to print them out for reference during play.
Both Player Scenes:
 Interrogation (Effects both Clues and Sympathy)

Using any approach, it’s helpful for this game to frame narration
in terms of how this TV show looks to the viewing audience, using
phrases like “The camera focuses on…”, “we see the Detective frown,
he’s thinking…” “The dramatic ‘this is important’ music hits as I pick
up…” and so forth. This is an especially good technique to use when
you reveal a Clue: “The camera zooms in on the spot of dirt underneath the window,” as you turn over a Clue that says “Dirt from the
Murderer’s garden is under the parking garage window” on it.

Detective Scenes:

When the Detective and Murderer are having conversations, you can
conduct those in-character, or do third person summaries of what
they say to each other and how they react to each other. This is
usually most fun to do in-character, though!

Murderer Scenes:

There’s no need to connect scenes directly or invent justification for
why one scene follows another. Again, think like a TV show - each cut
leads directly to the next thing that will move the story along. When
it’s your turn to pick a scene, just pick the one you most want to play
out next.

 Finale (Effects both Clues and Sympathy, ends the game)

 Legwork (Turns up a facedown Clue)
 Flash of Insight (Commits a faceup Clue)
 Interview (Creates a new facedown Clue)

 Coverup (Creates a new facedown Clue, effects Sympathy)
 Rationalization (Effects Sympathy)
 Go Deeper (Effects both Clues and Sympathy)
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INTERROGATION

BOTH MURDERER & DETECTIVE SCENES

These are the meat of the roleplaying scenes. In an Interrogation
scene, the Detective pokes and prys at the Murderer, trying to get
them to give up information. The Murderer counters and tries to
confuse the details, making the Detective’s job harder.
During this scene, the Detective can do one of the following:
 Look at three of the facedown Clues and pick one to turn faceup.
Bring this to the Murderers attention by asking them a question or
confronting them with the evidence of the new Clue.
 Commit a faceup Clue, making it central to the case. (Committed
Clues are the ones counted towards the Perception Matrix.) Mark
Committed Clues with a token or checkmark. Narrate the importantce of the Clue by pointing out an inconsistency in the Murderer’s story or some other crack in their facade of innocence.
In addition, the Detective can discard a faceup Clue out of play entirely in order to take another of the above actions - this makes that Clue
a red herring or otherwise inconsequential to solving the case.
During this scene, the Murderer can do the following:
 Look at three of the facedown Clues and pick one to turn faceup.
This increases Sympathy by one. Bring it to the Detective’s attention by using it to justify how you couldn’t possibly have committed the murder, or otherwise how it answers one of the Detectives
questions in a way that preserves your original story.
 Cast doubt on a Committed Clue. This Uncommits it (take the
token off or erase the mark), and lowers Sympathy by one. Narrate how you deny the accusation, how there’s no hard evidence
or otherwise how you refuse to engage further on the issue.
The order in which these are done and which are picked are based
entirely on the flow of the conversation. Here’s some tips:
 When the Detective wants to figure something out (and turns
over a new Clue), they say “One thing I can’t figure out is…” and

describe what they’re trying to piece together. The Murderer must
offer speculation as to a solution.
 When the Murderer wants to try and confuse the issue (and turn
over a new Clue), they say “I’ve been thinking about it, and I think
I have an explanation…” and continue with their speculation.
 When the Detective wants to put pressure on the Murderer, they
say “Oh, just one more thing…” and describe an observation that
they’ve made or a piece of evidence they’ve found. This is a good
time to Commit a Clue.
 When the Murderer wants to end the conversation, they say
“You have quite the imagination, but I don’t see any proof…” and
describe how the Detective has yet to provide solid evidence. This
is a good time to Uncommit a Clue.

FINALE
This is the last scene of the game (and can only be chosen once the
Detective has two or more Committed Clues). The Detective goes
through their Committed Clues and describe how the case fits together; often, the Detective will use this opportunity to finalize the case.
During this scene, the Detective can both:
 Look at three of the facedown Clues and pick one to turn faceup.
 Commit a faceup Clue.
And the Murderer can:
 Cast doubt on a Committed Clue. This Uncommits it and lowers
the Murderer’s Sympathy by one.
 Confess by providing the last part of the case for the Detective.
This does not change the Clues in play, but it does raise or lower
the Murderer’s Sympathy by one, their choice.
The final state of the Murderer can move around based on how
many Clues are committed and whether the Murderer takes
action to adjust their Sympathy in this scene.
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DETECTIVE ONLY SCENES

MURDERER ONLY SCENES

LEGWORK

COVERUP

In these scenes, you see the Detective doing old-fashioned investigating, whether it’s gathering physical evidence, checking out alibis
or going to the lab. Narrate the investigation; if this involves other
characters, the Murderer player can play them on an ad-hoc basis.

In these scenes, you see the Murderer taking action to erase their
tracks, plant false evidence or otherwise distance themselves from
the crime. If this involves a third party, the Detective player can play
them on an ad-hoc basis.

 The Detective looks at three of the facedown Clues and picks one
to turn faceup.

FLASH OF INSIGHT
In these scenes, you see the Detective having an innocuous conversation, doing something unrelated to the case or otherwise cogitating
outside of the official investigation. This diversion provides a sudden
revelation about the case. If this involves other characters, the Murderer player can play them on an ad-hoc basis.
 The Detective Commits any one faceup Clue.

INTERVIEW
In these scenes, you see the Detective conducting interviews with
other people involved with the case in some way. The Murderer plays
the other party, if you want to roleplay the scene, or the Detective can
simply narrate what they find out.
 The Detective creates and adds an additional facedown Clue to
the Clue pile.

 The Murderer creates and adds a new facedown Clue to the Clue
pile, and chooses whether to raise or lower their Sympathy by
one, based on the nature of the coverup.

RATIONALIZATION
In these scenes, you see the Murderer in a vulnerable moment rationalizing their crime. This could be inner monologue or a conversation
with an accomplice or another character. If this involves a third party,
the Detective player can play them on an ad-hoc basis.
 The Murderer increases their Sympathy by one as they reveal an
understandable human motivation that drove them to murder.

GO DEEPER

In these scenes, you see the Murderer committing another murder to
try and solve their problem. The Detective player can play the victim,
or the Murderer can simply narrate how it goes down.
 The Murderer loses one Sympathy.
 The Murderer and the Detective each add a new facedown Clue
to the Clue pile based on the new murder.
 The Murderer then can Uncommit Clues of the Detective that
had to do with the victim of the new murder, or that otherwise are
changed or made irrelevant by the murder. The Murderer loses
one Sympathy for every Clue Uncommitted in this manner.
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ENDING THE GAME
Once the Finale scene is complete, the game is over.
The Murderer narrates how they face justice, guided by their final spot
on the Perception Matrix. This can be framed as the fictional consequences for their actions, or you can talk about how the audience
feels about the character in the end.

HOW LONG SHOULD THIS TAKE?

FAQ

So far, it seems to take about one hour for two people who are
familiar with the source material to play. If you are into in-character
back-and-forth conversation it will probably take longer, if you play
primarily in the third person it will probably go pretty quickly.

WHAT HAPPENS IF I HAVE TO GAIN OR LOSE
SOMETHING AND I’M AT THE EXTREMES OF THE
PERCEPTION MATRIX?
(For example, if you’re at 6 Sympathy and you have a Rationalization
scene, gaining 1 Sympathy; or the Detective only has 1 Committed
Clue and you Uncommit it, bringing that back to 0) You simply stay
on your current square (6 or 1 respectively, in those examples). Just
remember to track things in real-time (this is most important during
the Finale, when you both have the opportunity to change the Matrix
values quickly).

WHAT HAPPENS IF WE HAVE MORE THAN TWO
PEOPLE WHO WANT TO PLAY?
You can form teams (team Detective and team Murderer) and play
with each team working together to play that character. Alternately, if
you have an odd number of people, someone can play the Victim and
other side characters that come up during the game; they don’t have
any mechanical powers but they can add a lot to the narrative of the
game by how they play the other people impacted by the crime.

IF THE MURDERER ALWAYS GETS CAUGHT,
WHATS MY MOTIVATION FOR PICKING SCENES?
Look at the Perception Matrix and give yourself a goal for where
you want to be when the game ends. Do you want to come off as a
cold-hearted villain, or as a sympathetic victim of circumstance who
just made a bad decision? Pick scenes that let you adjust your Sympathy towards that end, or Uncommit the Detectives Clues if they’re
making you look too sloppy with all the evidence they’re uncovering.
Here’s the thing: the Detective is the constant factor in this game, the
audience generally knows what their deal is and how they’re going to
act. The Murderer is the X factor, the thing that makes each individual
game memorable. Aim to make the game memorable.
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NAME:

ONE MORE THING: THE DETECTIVE

SIGNATURE PROP

1
2
3
4
5
6

Wears a strange but endearing hat
Wears a monocle, pince nez or uses opera glasses
Always carries a walking stick, umbrella or fan
Always rummaging in a clutch, purse or bag
Is always eating something
Listens to music while investigating

YOUR APPROACH

1
2
3
4
5
6

Pushy

Genteel
Technocratic
Sympathetic
Reluctant
Psychoanalytical

OTHER NOTES:

HELPFUL PHRASES:

 “I just had one question for you...” (This is a good time to talk
out how the Clues you currently have fit together)
 “One thing I can’t figure out is…” (The Murderer must offer speculation as to a solution.)
 “Oh, just one more thing…” and describe an observation you’ve
made or a piece of evidence you’ve found. (This is a good time
to Commit a Clue.)

YOUR SCENES
YOUR FIRST SCENE: INITIAL INVESTIGATION

Narrate how you carry out our first inspection of the crime. Turn over
one of the facedown Clue Cards. This is the first thing that you notice
that will lead you to eventually solve the case. You can only have this
scene once.

INTERROGATION
You have a conversation with the Murderer. You can do one of the
following:
 Look at three of the facedown Clues and pick one to turn faceup.
Bring this to the Murderers attention by asking them a question or
confronting them with the evidence of the new Clue.
 Commit one faceup Clue. This means that you will make this Clue
central to the case. (Committed Clues are the ones counted towards
the Perception Matrix.) Mark Committed Clues with a token or checkmark to indicate its status. Narrate the importance of the Clue by
pointing out an inconsistency in the Murderer’s story or some other
crack in their facade of innocence.
In addition, you can discard any faceup Clue out of play entirely in
order to take another of the above actions.

LEGWORK
You do some old-fashioned investigating, whether it’s gathering physical
evidence, checking out alibis or going to the lab.
 Look at three of the facedown Clues and pick one to turn faceup.

FLASH OF INSIGHT
You have an innocuous conversation, do something unrelated to the case
or otherwise cogitate in a way that leads to a fortunate revelation.
 Commit any faceup Clue.

INTERVIEW
You conduct an interview with other people involved with the case in
some way.
 Create a new Clue and add it facedown to the Clue pile.

FINALE (ONCE YOU HAVE 2+ COMMITTED CLUES)
This is the last scene of the game. Go through your Committed Clues and
describe how the case fits together. You can both:
 Look at three of the facedown Clues and pick one to turn faceup.
 Commit one faceup Clue..
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ONE MORE THING: THE MURDERER

NAME:
STRATA

1
2
3
4
5
6

Bizarre

BIZARRE

Professional
Aristocrat
Aristocrat
Professional
Bizarre

1
2
3
4
5
6

Magician
Chess Master
Fitness Guru
Matador
Secret Agent
Shock Jock

PROFESSIONAL

1
2
3
4
5
6

High-Profile Lawyer
Specialist Doctor
Best-Selling Author
Well-Known Artist
Business Executive
Mainstream Celebrity

OTHER NOTES:

YOUR FIRST SCENE: THE MURDER

PROFESSION

ARISTOCRAT

1
2
3
4
5
6

Scion of Wealthy Family
Retired Military General
Literal Landed Aristocracy
Vague, Lucrative Business
Oil Tycoon
Diplomat

HELPFUL PHRASES:

 “I’ve been thinking about it, and I think I have
an explanation…” (to confuse the case by
adding a new Clue)
 “You have quite the imagination, but I don’t
see any proof…” (to Uncommit a Clue)
 “I’ve had enough of this farce.” (To end a
scene with the Detective)

YOUR SCENES

Narrate how the murder happens as if it’s being seen on a TV show. Each
player must fill out four Clue Cards during this scene, and then mix them
together in a pile at the end of it. You can only have this scene once.

INTERROGATION
You have a conversation with the Detective, attempting to confuse the
case and put them on the wrong track. You can do one of the following:
 Look at three of the facedown Clues and pick one to turn faceup.
This increases Sympathy by one. Bring the Clue to the Detective’s
attention by using it to justify how you couldn’t possibly have committed the murder, or otherwise how it answers one of the Detectives
questions in a way that preserves your original story.
 Cast doubt on a Committed Clue. This Uncommits the Clue (take
the token off or erase the mark), and lowers Sympathy by one.
Narrate how you deny the accusation, how there’s no hard evidence
or otherwise how you refuse to engage further on the issue.

RATIONALIZATION
You take a vulnerable moment to rationalizing their crime (to yourself, or
to another character that isn’t the Detective).
 This increases Sympathy by one as you reveal an understandable
human motivation that drove you to murder.

COVERUP
You take action to erase your tracks, plant false evidence or otherwise
distance yourself from the crime.
 Create and add a new facedown Clue to the Clue pile, then choose
whether to increase or lower Sympathy by one, based on the
nature of the coverup.

GO DEEPER

You commit another murder to try and solve your problem.
 You lose one Sympathy.
 You and the Detective each add a new facedown Clue to the Clue
pile based on the new murder.
 You then can Uncommit Clues of the Detective that had to do with
the victim of the new murder, or that otherwise are changed or made
irrelevant by the murder. Lose one Sympathy for every Clue Uncommitted in this manner.

FINALE (ONCE THE DETECTIVE HAS 2+ COMMITTED CLUES)
This is the last scene of the game. During the Finale, you can:
 Cast doubt on a Committed Clue. This Uncommits the Clue and
lowers your Sympathy by one.
 Confess and provide the last pieces of the puzzle for the Detective.
Increase or lower your Sympathy by one, your choice.
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THE PERCEPTION MATRIX
The Audience Perceives the Murderer as:

6
5
SYMPATHY

4
3
2
1

Smart &
Desperate

Scared &
Desperate

Sloppy &
Desperate

The Murderer starts with Sympathy
equal to what they roll on the How Much
Planning? table when they construct their
crime. The Detective starts with 0 Committed Clues. Place the tracking token on
the Murderer’s starting Sympathy number
to start. Move the token whenever Sympathy changes or a Clue is Committed.

ADDITIONAL NOTES:
Smart &
Detached

Scared &
Detached

Sloppy &
Detached

Smart &
Callous

Scared &
Callous

Sloppy &
Callous

1

2

3

4

5

6

COMMITTED CLUES
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